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Why Trust in Automation*? 
• Human-machine teams are here/coming 
• Not effective if human doesn’t trust machine 
* used broadly, up to & including fully autonomous machines with Artificial Intelligence (AI) software 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_upbplsKGd4 Source: http://author-quest.blogspot.com/2013/10/my-top-ten-favorite-robots.html 
Why Perceived Benevolence? 
• Human-human trust typically broken by: 
– Competency-based errors (CBE) 
• “Oops!  I forgot to include your work in my references” 
• Benevolent intent 
– Integrity-based violations (IBV) 
• “I purposely took your work and passed it off as my own” 
• Malevolent intent 
• Regardless of actor’s actual intent, perceived 
intent breaks trust for victim 
 
Assumption shift? 
• General prior assumption:  
– automation does not/cannot have intent or integrity, so 
cannot commit IBV 
• Reasons to challenge this: 
– Advances in AI (at human-level by 2050?) 
– AI learns from human behavior (including bad?) 
– AI programmer is human, so could easily have 
malevolent intent or lack of personal integrity 
– Cyber hacking skills can turn machines with benevolent 
designs into malevolent actors 




• 106 participants in team-based exercise with 
 AI teammate “BRIAN” 
– Task 1: Visual searches to earn points  
– Task 2: Choose to invest points in BRIAN, and 
BRIAN chooses how to share profits 
• CBE condition: error lost all invested points 
• IBV condition: BRIAN stole all invested points 
• Measured trust response of participants by: 
– reliance behavior 
– response times 
 
– investment amounts 
– performance perceptions 
 
